Leadership Notes
Leadership is something you do. It is functional, not honorory.
Leadership is in fact a
set of skills that can be learned and practiced, just like driving a car. Not everyone learns
them with equal ease, but everyone can improve their skills by consciously using them.
Every leader has just two functions: first, to get the job done, and second, to keep his
group together. "The job" is whatever the group is organized to do. In this case it's helping
other boys in Scouting. It doesn't have to be work: it might be a game or a contest. "Getting
the job done" suggests that it is the group that does it. If a group is assigned to clean up its
area, and the leader does it all himself, he is not leading. If a leader tries to run a game and
no one plays, he has not lead. If leadership is happening, the group gets the job done.
A high order of leadership is clearly needed in a Scout troop. And it is true not only of
the Scoutmaster, but of other adult leaders and Scout leaders who share in leadership. Poor
leadership may get the job done but destroy the group. Still poorer leadership will not even
get the job done.
A good leader can make a game out of work itself. With good leadership, a patrol leader
will be able to get his patrol to clean up its campsite. With great leadership, the patrol will'
have fun doing it. The book that can help accomplish that aim is The Official Patrol Leader
Handbook.

STYLES OF LEADERSHIP

There are five ways a leader can help his group get the job done. No one way is always right.
The leader may find himself using one or more of these ways or styles of leadership:

,

•

Telling. The leader checks the alternatives.
He may, or may not, think about the group's
feelings. He selects what he thinks is the best thing to do and tells the others.

•

Persuading. The leader decides what to do. He sells the group on his choice by pointing
out how the group will benefit.

•

Consulting. The leader encourages group members to take part in the decisions, plans,
and guidelines. He may make suggestions but is sensative to the group's response. While
it usually isn't apparent, the leader still makes the decisions but they're popular because
they reflect the consensus of the group.

•

Delegating. The leader states the problem and the rules within which it is to be solved.
He then turns the problem over to the group. He accepts and supports the group's solution, as long as it falls within the rules.

•

Joining. The leader agrees in advance that he will abide by the group's decision. He
takes part in the discussion as any other group member, but he never gives up his role
as leader.
'
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THE SKILLS OF LEADERSHIP

Following are some of the skills of leadership

that good leaders use in Scouting:

•

Communicating.
A leader both gets and gives information.
He must be able to do both
of these well. He teaches Scouts to take notes, particularly when there is a lot of detail.
He asks questions after giving instructions.
He gets feedback to make sure the message
gets through. He discusses things that are going to happen. Success is measured in terms
of the job's getting done and the degree to which instructions were followed.
Good
communication
means good morale. Poor communication brings mumbling and dissent.

•

Knowing the Resources. A leader depends on what members can do, as well
can do. To use these resources, he must first know what they are. He checks
advancement and he looks at the records. He talks with other leaders. He
Scouts in action. He will know when he is using the group'; resources; then
lead, and the troop's program won't be just the result of his ideas.

•

Understanding the Needs. Scouts come from different backgrounds.
Each Scout has
certain strengths and weaknesses. By understanding each boy's individual needs, everyone benefits. The Patrol Leaders' Council helps apply this skill, because the purpose of
the council is to plan and run a troop program that meets the needs and desires of the
Scouts.

•

Representing the Group. The patrol method uses this skill. Patrol leaders take their boys'
ideas and problems to the Patrol Leaders' Council and bring back to the patrol decisions
of the council. The leader is succeeding in this area when everyone in the troop feels that
he has a part in troop decisions.

•

Evaluating. The leader does this both during and after everything his troop does. For
this process to work there must be a goal for each activity. Scouting's aims and methods
are the guidelines.
For example, when the leader completes a camping trip, he reviews
it with both Scout and adult leaders. Did the activity strenghten the patrols? Is there a
stronger Scouting spirit? Did each boy grow in some specific way?

•

Planning. The core of a successful program is planning. The leader must clearly understand what is to be accomplished, the task or objective. In general good planning follows
this course:
•
•

•
•
•

as what he
the Scouts'
watchs the
others will

Define the task.
Examine the resources.
Consider alternatives.
Reach a decision.
Write it down and review it with the group.
Carry out the plan.

Controlling the Group. A controlled group can do its job and be happy while doing it.
This means that the troop has good meetings, activities, and camping trips. Along the
way, the members are in good spirits, become better Scouts, and are in stronger patrols.
Sometimes controlling the group means stopping behavior that hurts the group. A leader
uses the Patrol Leaders' Council to control the group.
Everyone is happier when the
troop can control itself.
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•

Counseling. A leader must be able to counselor coach Scouts in order to help them.
He listens carefully to each Scout. He asks him what he hopes to be and do. He gives
him facts, but not advice. He helps him think through things for himself.

•

Sharing Leadership. With leadership goes trust. A leader can and must share the leader's
role, but he cannot give up his responsibility for the welfare of the troop. The secret is
to let others share in making decisions without the leader giving up his trust.

•

Setting the Example. What the 'leader is speaks louder than what he says. Wearing the
uniform encourages Scouts to wear theirs. The way the leader acts should be in harmony
with Scout ideals. Scouts need a model to copy and the leader is a good example for
them.

•

Effective Teaching. A leader doesn't assume that boys have learned something just because he's done some teaching. The proof lies in what they can do. The trick is. to put
them in a spot where they see the need for the skill or knowledge the leader wishes to
teach. Then he offers the help they need.

Excellent explanations
and examples of the leadership
Troop Leadership, which is in the troop library.
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INFORMATION

a)
Slyles of Communication:
verbal, written, visual, non-verbal
(body language)
b) Problems with Communication:
distorted facts, forgotten or omitted information
C)L Kinds of Information communicated:
technical, procedural, personal, situation
d) Ways to keep facts straight: notes, questioning
(repeating facts), sketches

e)

Notes are: dependable reference to avoid memory failure, stirs ideas, organize
thinking for re-examination,
strengthen learning expereince
(by seeing it, visualizing
it, touching it), produces better understanding,
enables you to put thoughts in your
own words, helps you ,to pay attention to speaker.
Good Notes are not exact copy, rather they list the main features, are accurate,
neat and organized.
Therefore, they should be outlined, as follows:
Most Important Ideas
I. Significant Ideas
A. Most important sub-idea
1. explaining sub-idea
a.

f)

How to develop this skill:
Watch for: main ideas, key.words, repeats, pauses (dramatic emphasis), speaker's
voice changes, summaries.
If you miss a point. leave a blank and check with another later; also check summary.
You should review your notes in order to clarify your understanding,
strengthen learning,
and to put in omitted words.

g) Sketching:

2.
a)
b)
c)

d)

3.

brief,

if able

UNDERST&~DING

to do it, remember

that one picture

THE CHARACTERISTICS

is worth a thousand

words.

AND NEEDS OF THE GROUP

Some Characteristics
of boys 11-17: energetic, enthusiastic, responsive, sensitive,
open, frank, disorganized,
tempermental
Some common Needs of boys 11-17: recognition, activity, consideration
(understanding),
guidence, growth opportunities,
example, fellowship.
Always changing needs for changing people and situations.
Must be alert and maintain balance between group and individual needs for too often
individual (outside of leader that is) needs are overlooked.

PLANNING

a)

I¥ou.should plan

in order

to: make the job easier, get the job done, coordinate
be prepared, to know and use all of the available

activities,
resources.

b)

Steps in Planning:
A. Consider the task: 1) what has to be done, 2) when does it have to be done, 3) who is
going to do it, 4) when and how is it to be accomplished.
B. Consider the Resources: 1) time available, 2) skills and competencies of your patrol,
3) equipment or supplies needed or available
C. Consider Alternate Procedures: 1) plan for emergencies.
D. Reach a Decision: 1) PL is responsible, 2) a poor decision is better than none,
3) a group decision is best.
E. Final Plan: 1) write it up, 2) review and define it.
F. Do it (put the plan into effect)

4.

KNQWING

,AND USING THE RESOURCES

OF THE GROUP

To work betitiexyou need to know each other: name, address, phone, areas of interest and
ability (ski,lls), skills enjoyed, least enjoyed, skills able' to instruct, campfire skills,
ways able to help the patrol, etc.
Long range

objectives:

to develop

every member

of the patrol

as a group

& individually·

5.

CONTROLLING

a)

You should seek to control the group in order to: accomplish tasks, establish
atmosphere for learning, to plan things, get everyone involved, exchange information,
get feed back from the group.
steps in Controlling the Group: 1) control proper persons or groups, 2) observe the group,
3) allow sharing of decisions, 4) adept instructions to meet the situation, 5) examine
.the completed ...
work, 6) react to the quali ty of the work.
The leader always controls the group, even if only by observation.
Ways of Controlling the Group: 1) close attention to the weakest, 2) ease up when
confident of certin members in certain jobs, 3) if split into various gr.oups, best
leader takes the weakest, 4) setting the example plays a big part, 5) you go about
observing by being there, by later evaluation, and by results, 6) s,haring decision
making helps, but leader keeps responsibility,
7) by giving information to meet
changing situations, 8) by examining completed'work.

b)

c)

d)

THE GROUP

6.

SETTING

a)

c)

Some ways a leader can set the example: positive attitude, being well planned,
language, personal habits, smiling, enthusiasm, patience, wearing uniform properly,
punctuality, being respectful, etc.
To set the example yourself, you should:
1) Follow instructions by doing things in the recommended manner (BSA)
2) Following intructions is not enough, you must try hard (do your best).
3) Show initiative - do what needs to be done without waiting until told or forced.
Anticipate needs!
4) Act maturely - show good judgement, and avoid horsing around when inappropiate.
5) Know your job, including scoutcraft skills as well as the skills of leadership.
Remember that by your attitude towards everything you set the example.

7.

SHARING

b)

THE EXAMPLE

LEADERSHIP

(STYLES OF LEADERSHIP)

Responsibility
always rests with the leader, he cannot delegate it!
Styles of Leadership:
A. Telling (example: emergencies):
1) Leader identifies the p robLem
2) Leader will consider the al ternati ve solutions,
3) Leader announces decision
4) Group members are only considered in leader's mind.
B. Persuaasion
(example: TLC): 1) leader makes decision, 2) leader then sells or persuades
others to follow his decision, 3) in selling, the leader picks out something appealing
to the group and stresses it.
C. Consulting
(example: troop leaders): 1) Group makes decision, with leader giving advise,
2) leader makes presentation of tentative solution to group, 3) leader then evaluates
the tentative solution, 4) leader selects the solution.
D. Delegating (example: SM toTLC):
1) leader identifies problem and selects someone to
solve the problem, 2) leades job is to set or identify boundaries, 3) after delegation,
leader accepts solution, 4) There may be ifs, ands, or buts ...
E. Joining (example: Troop program): 1) leader shares in decision by creating a legislative
body with majority counting, 2) thus, he sets the example while doing ti with the
group, 3) it will be 'a group decision, with leader agees to abide by it.
Forces

on Leader:

resourcc=s (individual), emergencies,
background of leader, other groups.

group feeling,

time,

group cohesion,
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Forces

on Group Members:

Forces

on Situation:

8.

REPRESENTING
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fear, disorganization,
medical problem, different
in leadership/trust,
belonging, participation.

emergency,

morals,

skills

required,

knowledge,
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desires,

needs

time available

THE GROUP

I.

What to do before a TLC:
A. Get the facts: l)patrol p rete rericee , 2) alternatives
(situation), 3) get information
by word, and their non-verbal reactions, 4) don't make fun of their recommendations.
B. Know the nature of the situation under question: 1) medical problems need special
attention, 2) consider equipment needs, 3) make sure goal is achievable.
C. If group decisions are not unanimous, majority rules, but leader returns with
minori ty views - he should represent all of the group.
Dicisions often need di scuee i o:
II.When at the TLC:
A. Get the facts your group will need and present thos~ you gathered prior to the
meeting (all of their views, and alternatives offered).
B. Listen to the opinions of toerhs; learn by asking questions; be prepared to make
compromises as needed.
C. If TLC can't agree, and able to do so (by time restraints), bring the matter back
to the patrol for futher consideration.

9.

MANAGING LEARNING

(TEACHING)

To -teabh effectively, you need to be objective, positive, and deal with needs.
First establish students need to know prior to taking them on a "guided discovery":
1. The learner is tested, he ~s taught, he practices, and both of you check the results.
2. In so doing, he increases his knowledge, improves his skills, acquires an
attitude of practicing until he does his best.
Four Phases of Learning:
1. Guided Discovery - to determine what learner knows, and if he knows it, stop!
2. Teaching-Learning
- methods: demonstration,
literature, visual aids, equipment,
zti echn i.cal: knowledge, human resources.
3. Application - performance of task (in natural situation): field test, game, contest:
shows knowledge and skill in natural setting, under observation/
supervision of the manager of learning.
4. Evaluation - both manager and learner, usually show or review experience - both using
the knowledge gained.

10.

EVALUATING

When evaluating,
troop or patrol.

must keep in mind overall objective, which is to improve operations of
Your main goal is to keep the group together while getting the job done.

to improve skills & results, determine progress make, determine level of
knowledge, to see where stand (goals).
Kinds of evaluation: observation, testing by doing, reactions, advancement, leadership
qualities, setting and reaching goals.
Set goals in evaluation in order to measure results.
You need to have attainable goals
while still providing a challenge.
Why evaluate:

Points considered in evaluation:
1. A fact ot one may be an opinion to another.
2. What is imprtant to one is unimportant to another (misinterpretation
of questions).
3. For simple questions, get simple answers and same for complex questions.
4. Use concenient ways of scoring or evaluating.
5. You won ~:tal ways get honest answers if other. person feels threatened, so explain why
you are evaluating.
Establish trust levels.
6. Be constructi ve, 'do not downgrade.

Troop 1 Skills
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Problems in evaluating:
1. Sometimes a person is evaluated, rather than what he does (avoid personalities).
2. Develop evaluating attitude wthin ourselves, to avoid pilling up of problems.
3. Personal needs vs. Group needs - you usually consider group, but this depends.
4. Powerful, and generally helpful, but this skill must be taken seriously.positive effects:
1. Improve decision making abilities and processes.
2. Establish cause and effect.
3. Allows us to maximize our strengths and minimize

11.

our weaknesses.

COUNSELING

1. Why important:
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

a) to help solve problems (his own and others), b) to encourage/
reassure the individuals
(listening and talking).
Why Counsel: a) to encourage or reassure, b) to develop more effective scout & person,
c) to help him solve his problem.
Counseling is important when person is: a) undecided, b) confused, c) doesn't have
facts, d) con't interpret facts, e) doesn't have alternative steps, f) to give a
pat on the back.
As a counselor, get him aside and show interest in hi~.
You must find out if there is a problem and be aware that: a) no two counseling
sessions, b) each person is different, c) each problem is different, d) there are
no pat solutions.
Fundamentals/Principles
in Counseling:
a) listen to him
b) ask yourself if you understand his problem
c) summarize the problem
d) often it is undesirable to give advise
e) give him additional information
f) encourage him to think' of different ways of handling problem
g) restate his words in your own way
h) indicate that you are listening to him (nod, "ok")
i) ask him a question
This skill is not easy, it takes years of experience to do well.
It is a sort of first
aid, or type of friend relaitonship that is offered here .

.SUMMARY
Using the ski~ls

to do these tasks:

A. Establish the Group:
1. Getting and Giving Information
2. Knowing and Using the Resources of the Group
3. Understanding
the Characteristics
and Needs of the Group
B. Develop Capability of Group:
1. Controlling the Group
2. Evaluating
4. Counseling
5. Planning
C. To Do the Job:
1. Manager of Learning
2. Sharing Leadership

3. Setting the Example
6. Representing
the Group

